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Barrilleaux and Carper: Some characteristics of being accountable

th is assumption, the escalation contin ues. So let it be
d an private in·
fully recognized that today both public
s titullons of schooling represent the aspirations of people
who hold increasing c oncerns for outcomes over which
the schools have marginal Influence and control, such as
sensitivity, and economic
t, political
moral
d evelopmen
success.
Some essential
rnin lea
gs occur only outside the forll
Is s ti not all of education
.•
As a
mal structures; schooling
possible necessary precondition for clarifying school ac·
countabilities. Is it not appropriate to first articulate
realistic social policy for e<lucation? The Issue for our
society becomes, ''Who Is accountable for education?"
2. To what extent is accountabil ity consis tent with
the work cultu re of simple, absolute institutions? Long
a,go, McGregor disUnguished between the X and Y assump·
lions which one may hold about the basic nature of the
" average human being."• With the set of X, one assumes
that people in heren tly dislike work; they prefer to be di·
.
reeled and closely supervi sed while avoid ing respon·
siblllty Researc h does not support the se t of X assump·
lions. Even in under-developed regions, these assumptions are largely Ineffective today.•
Can we avoid using accountability concepts as
by Louis E. Barrill ea ux and
though they were strong frameworks put up to help weak
Jame s C. Carper
and dependent people to function effectively? We ask our·
selves, "How can we avoid, in the practice of ac·
Tulane University
ing
ful fill
prophecy
countability, the enhancement of a self.
In which there are two kinds of people: the elite with In·
Few proposed
In
" reforms"
education have been as
telligence, ambition, psychological malurity, creativity
voluminously written about, frequently spoken about, or
(like us) and the masses who are lazy, Irresponsible, in·
terested only in money, needing direction and
as Intensely debated as the subject of accountability.
Critics condemn the concept as " inhumane," while
psychologically ill?"
The principles of institutional
y
acc ountabilit are now
s proclaim zea
it as the latest "panacea.'"
extending beyond fiscal and legal connotations to include
A salient feature of the recent movement has been
Intellectual, attitudinal and other aspects of schooling.
In
the lack of general agreement on the meaning ot "ac- Indeed,
this context, Is holding an Institu tion accountable the
countabi lity."
the term Is frequently used in a
same as holding an individual
ountabl
acc
e? How can con·
highly abstract manner that suggests a political purpose .
For instance, advocates assert that the "public" Is the en·
ditlons for complex
hical et
choices be satisfied by a
lily to whom the educator is to be held laccountab e. This
collection of people? Given the charge that "Schools have
"public" is presumed to have a common point of view,
failed," is the accountability movement an attempt to
avoid individual responsibility by assigning It to an in·
value system and set of expectations. The concept may
not be as clear as its advocates claim when im· entatl
s titution as a surrogate c onscience? If accountability in·
on is to occur In a plural istic communi ty.' This
plem
eludes an ethical c omponent and only individuals are
capable of ethical choices, can an ins ti tution be held ac·
results In misguided expectations, unreasoned resis tance
and unanticipated consequences.
countable?'
People working In the field of human services need to
3. To what extent are participants in the "schooling"
know more about the use of accumulated knowledge. But
enterprise accountable for results? As professionals In
to follow current thought in a mechanical way would
the field of human services, we cannot assume respon·
destroy the sense of caring, em pathy and genuineness
slbility for the behavior of our subordinates, clients, or
which our work in human services has shown to be
students but only that we have behaved with them in ways
valuable. So rather than adding operational prescriptions,
that are defensible.
the writers speak to the issues that observations, studies,
We desire responsibility for the things that we do. On
and experiences have raised about accountability.
the basis of research, theory and experience we assume
1. To what extent is the distinction between
responsibility for being increasi
able
ngly
to give reasons
education and schooling impo rtant? That there Is con·
why we do what we do, and we must be even more per·sponsib
for our own behavior. Of s,
our
sel ve we
fusion between "education" and "schooling" is obvio us.
sonally re
As Americans, counseled by professional educators,
ask, " How can we somehow guarantee our professional
heaped many and varied e)(pectatlons on the schools over
services with greater specificity and presumptions of
the past one hundred years, there emerged a tendency of
'gOOdness' without digging ourselves Into a hole of
view most learn ing outcomes as a direct result of formalion
guaranteeing results-the equivalent of assuming respon·
Instruct .• This phenomenon has escalated the conslbility for the behavior of others?"
No one In a helpi
ng
profession Is likely to assume
fusion between "education" and "schooling.'' Important
informal learnings were assumed to be outcomes of
responsibility tor a result over which he has no control. It
schooling.
Is ludicrous to attempt holding him answerable for a result
If he Is unwilling to assume responsibility
.
Despite current questions concerning the validity of

We should rethink accountability in
terms of what the student needs as a
person.
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While it Is possible to extend, give, or delegate ficiently
secure about the nature of the fundamental
authority to others, an Ind ividual cannot be made respon·
problem to adopt the accountability model as the wise
sible; he must be willing to assume It. The establishment,
solution?
then, of what service an individual agrees to be an·
6. To what extent are we able to specify the necessary
swerable for is perhaps the logical conclusion of the
preconditions under which accountability might be a
acountability process. The fundamental issue may
viable process? The following is ottered as a beginning:"
become, " What kinds of controllable results can we ex·
a. The special function of " school ing " is agreed upon
peel participants In the ·practice of schooling ' to be di s·
and objectives are clear. (This assumes the larger
tinctlvely answerable for?"
task of identifying the components of the
4. To what extent does the movement sharpen the
"educational" configuration.)
destructive conflict between humaneness and ac·
b. Schooling o utcomes are within the power of the ac·
countability?Clearly,
there are two confl icting
countable persons to control.
philosophical positions now operating and directing
c.
Individuals and groups negotiate the c onditions
demands on schools. While leaders are being called on to
results for which they agree to be held an ·
and
make an accounting for the time, money and energy
swerable.
poured into their Institutions, there is an opposing force
d. Standards for quality are clear and measurable.
to make schools more hu mane with great stress on spone. Particular plans of action are focused upon the
taneity, flexibility and creative experience. All participants
achievement of particular students.
in the schooling enterpri se are demanding more
autonomy for themselves - consistent, of course, with a
f. Professionals at all levels of the schooling hierar·
work culture characterized by increased ambiguity and
chy are accepted as experts In the various phases
re<:ognition of the importance of developing lndepen·
of the learning and management process.
, hooli
dently strong people.
As the current advocates of accountability beeome
ng one alternative over the other is unac·
In sc
genuinely concerned, they will talk more about the
ceptable. The execution of skills alone is empty, while
problems of recruiting intellectually mature people into
"love" and nee-humanism
alone
are not enough. How can
!he field ol teaching, the kind of education that teachers
we assist in the resolu tion o f the accountabilityneed to be culturally literate and the kind of preparation
humaneness forces? Is this conflict our base of OP·
and continuing support that educational managers need.
portunity as mature human service professionals?
And we would, therelore, hear less about learfully
May we begin by rethinking accountability in terms of
monitoring teacher performance, auditing student oul·
what the student needs as a person, rather than what It Is
comes, and technolog ical aspects of the movement.
the public wan ts-which is often defined in self-serving
Footnotes
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